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Armchair 403 also known as Hallway chair was designed by the architect and designer Alvar Aalto
(1898-1976) in 1932 and is a lightweight wooden chair with armrests. The construction is based on a
moulded plywood seat in one piece that is fixed on to the frame which is in solid wood and creates
the back, legs, and armrests of the chair. The armrests feature finger-joining details which
accentuates the properties of the wood and gives the chairs an element of handicraft although these
chairs largely were the result of a standardized and industrialized process.

Aalto saw standardization as a possibility for variation which he could give the basic shape of the
chairs variation by adding different treatment to the elements like paint or stain. Creating a basic
principle that was possible to vary in many ways reflects Aalto’s thoughts on standardized products:
“A standardized object should not be a finished product but on the contrary be made so that man
and all the individual laws controlling him supplement its form.” [1] The possibility of developing the
production method of wooden furniture was important to Aalto and can be seen as a reaction
towards the popular tubular steel furniture developed by his peers during the 1920s and 1930s in
Europe which Aalto experienced too cold and hard. Wood was closer to Aalto both emotionally and
aesthetically. Aalto believed that the reflectivity and conductivity were some of the disadvantages of
metal, while wood was a natural material with traditional associations. [2] Additionally economic
factors can also be seen as a contributor in the creation of Aalto’s furniture. Wood was Finland’s
most important raw material, a material that was easy to access and in ample supply.

The Hallway chair 403 was designed for the Paimio Sanatorium 1928-1933. Alvar Aalto’s furniture
was almost without exception rarely the result of professional design but was designed as part of
architectural projects just as A. Lawrence Kocher sums it up in 1938: “The creation of new furniture
was implicit in the development of a new architecture. The most obvious relationship lay in the
formal elements. Straight lines, smooth and sanitary surfaces, simple proportions and pure color
were as applicable to the chairs and tables within a house as to the structure by which the house
itself was formed.” [3] In this case the result was the Hallway chair 403 that was perfect for spaces
like waiting rooms. The chair was lightweight which made it easy to move around, had smooth
surfaces that was easy to clean, and the wood gave the furniture a visual and a tactile warmth. The
Hallway chair 403 represents a humanistic approach to design of furniture in a space for patients to
convalesce.
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